A b s t r a c t 3, 91 and feedback control [14], thus Circumventing the derivation of explicit macroscopic evolution equations. We present a computer-assisted approach to approxiinating optimal sa.itching policies for systems described Here we demonstrate the extension of this computational enby m~c r o s c o p~c / s~o c~a s~~~ The ;'coarse abling technology to coarse optimization tasks. In particutilnestepper" a bridge hetureen the ullderlying lar, we coinputatioiially approximate coarse optimal switchkinetic Monte Carlo simulation and traditional, continuum ing Policies for (the expected behavior of) a kinetic Monte numerical optimizatjon techniques formulated in discrete Carlo simplified model of a catalytic chemical reaction. The time. The approach is illustrated through a siniplified kinetic system is characterized by two "coarse-grained" stable stahlonte carlo simulation of on a p t catalyst: tionary states. We seek optimal (for a particular definition a switch betweeu two coexisting stable steady States is im-of the cost function) parameter variation policies that will plenlented by minimal lnallipu~ation of a system parameter. switch the kinetic hIonte Carlo siinulation from one steady state to the other within a finite time iiiterval.
Introduction
The search for optimal time-varying operation protocols for chemically reacting sear& subject for many decades, creased attention recently, both for lumped aitd distributed adequately in space systems (e.g. 117, 11); as sensing and actuation become increasingly more resolved in space and time, spatiotemporally complicated operating policies can be consid-but where the right-hand-side of the evolutioll law, p, is not ered (e.g. 1191) . Proposed computational approach= may available in closed form. Here, z(t) E IR" is a state variable 2 P r o c e s s description has remained an exciting re-%'e investigate microscopic/stochastic processes for which we has been receiving in-believe that the coarse-grained, expected dynamics can be a
Of the general
.
multaneously, using large sparse linear algebra techniques P E P" is t,he vector ofproce= parameters (P" C Etm is the (e.g [17]); (b) formulations involving direct integration of subset of available values of the process parameters). The the model equations in time, keeping track of possible con-State variables x ( t ) are typically a few lower order momelits straint violations (18, 21; or dynamic programming forniu-of an atomistically evolving distribution (e.g. a concentralations. Knowledge of a lnacroscopic process model, in the tion, or, in our example, a surface coverage, the zeroth moform of macroscopic mass balances closed through appropri-ment of the distribution of adsorbates on the surface). The ate constitutive expressions -such as chemical kinetic rate (unavailable) equation for the expected behavior of the proformulas-, is a fundamental prerequisite for these computa-cess may possess, at fixed process parameter values, one or tional solution strategies. more steady states xQS,,.
In contemporary engineering modeling, however, we are of- 
2.1
The coarse t i m e s t e p p e r The basis of our approach is the computation of a deterininistic optimal policy for the expected dynamics of the process (the "coarse-grained dynamics") circumventing the derivation of a closed form evolution equation for these dynamics. This deterministic policy for the coarsegrained behavior will then he applied to individual realizations of the process. As we will explain below, it is convenient in our approach to reformulate the coarse dynamics in discrete rather than continuous time. The coarse evolution law then takes the form:
~.
ZDepartment of Chemical Engineering, PACM and Mathematics, princeton university, Princeton, N J 08844, where xi is the state at the beginning of i-th time interval, yannis@princeton.edu represents the evolution of Eq.1 for a process parameter profile p(t), initialized at 5% and evolved for time T , arriving at state %,+I at t , + T = t,+~.
Conventional algorithms for t,he solution of optimization problems involving GT incorporate frequent calls to a subtiws on initial condit,ions. Equation-free based algorithms estimate the same quantities by short bursts of (possibly ensembles of) niicroscopic simulations conditioned on the same macroscopic initial conditions. The coarse time-stepper coninput-output map GT obtained via the kinetic hIoiite Carlo lower moments). This ensemble of microscopic initial conditions is then evolved microscopically, in an easily parallelizable fashion (one consistent realization per CPU). The be found in results are averaged through a restriction operator back to A descript.ion of the use of the coarse KhIC timestepper in obtaining "coarse" versions of this bifurcation diagram may a macroscopic "output"; it is precisely this output that traditional algorithm simply compute through function evaluations when the evolution equations are available in closed 3 Coarse computational optimization form. As extensively discussed in 111, 91, part of the micro-Computing the temporal profiles of the process parameters scopic evolution is spent in a "healing" process -the higher that cause the transition of the coarsegrained system from moments, which have been initialized "wrong" quickly relax all illitia] stationary state to a differellt filial one can be for. to functionals of the low order moments (our state variables). mulated as an optilnization problem: the objective is to min-A separation of time scales (fast relaxation of the high m e imize an integral cost function over time: meiits to functionals of the low ones, and slow -deterministicniinistic coarse mained evolution law. The dynamics of the P ( t ) E Pevolution of the low ones) underpins the existence of a deter-
evolving microscopic distribution moments constitute thus where time microscopic evolution (necessary to the moment healing process) conforms with the discrete-time formulation of optimization algorithms (see section 3 below).
is a continuous scalar function. The constraints coarse process evolution equations Eq.1, t,he initialization at one of the coarse stat.ionary states for p = p,,, the requiresame process parameter value p,,, as well as, possibly, other a singularly perturbed system. The requirement of finite for coarse the coarse optimization problem, which is common in many ment of terlnination at a problem are the (unavailable) stationary state for the
Numerical experiment
We illustrate the proposed combination of traditional o p timization techniques with stochastic simulators through a kinetic Monte Carlo realization (using the stochastic simulation algorithm, proposed by Gillespie [4, 51) of a drastically simplified kinetic model of NO reduction by H2 on P t surfaces:
Here 6 describes the surface coverage of adsorbed NO, a, y are the NO adsorption and desorption rate constants respectively, and k is the reaction rate constant. The reaction term is third order due to the need for two free adjacent sites for the adsorption of If?. In Figure 1 we present the determinist.ic bifurcation diagram in the form of coverage b' , , at steady-state as a function of IC for a = 1 and y = 0.01. We observe a range of IC values for which the system exhibits multiple steady-states; the higher and lower ones are locally stable, while the middle one is unstable.
inequality constraints g(z:p):
This is an infinite dimensional problem in continuous time.
Direct solution methods a-e based on the calculus of variat.ions. Semi-infinite programming approaches provide us with the necessary mathematical tools to solve such problems with finite time horizoii 161, through discretization of the temporal domain.
Another approach consists of approximating this problem through a finite time horizon problem with a final state penalty, which is (in our case) subsequently solved in discrete time. This results in a finite dimensional, generally nonlinear; optiniization problem which -if the coarse equations are available-could be solved using available optimization t. 
The difference with the previous formulation lies in that the xariables x z r i = 1 , . . . , N are solved for internally, to reduce the size of the optimization problem. In cases where the explicit form of Eq.1 is unavailable, the state evolution is provided through direct simulation of the system.
Solution methodology
Traditional discrete time optimization schemes would call. during the solution process, a numerical integration subroutine for the system equations (and possibly variational integrations for the estimation of derivatives The reader may refer to 181 for a review of these methods.
In all the above iterative algorithms, an appropriate initial guess of the process policy profile and a set of search directions for the m x N variables is required. The usual set of search directions (also used in our numerical experiment) is t,he unitary basis for The components of the search algorithms also include a vector, the elements of which are the maximum distances the algorithm should vent.ure from the current position during the new direction search step at each it.eration. These perturbation distances are called scales, and appear in decreasing order.
Selection of the scales i n the search algorithm requires estimates of the noise magnitude. A scale that is too small not only leads t o increased computation t,ime with no apparent advantages, but, especially in the case of algorithms that compute approximations of the Jacobian, can lead to grossly erroneous results for the search. The following timestepper protocol yields. in our case. simulation results of known rariance magnitude:
1 the reaction rate constant k . The process parameters used for the specific optimization problem are presented in Table  1 .
KhIC siinulations based o n the Gillespie algorithm formed (a) simulates system for the desired parameter value the basis of the coarse time-stepper that was used to estimate A[, times (this can be affected through different the coarse system response. A variety of lattice and sample lnicroscopic initializatiolls and/or different ran-sizes were used in estimating the dynamic behavior of the dom seeds in the hIonte Carlo process) and corn-system. Hooke-Jeeves was the algorithm we chose to search n,,tes d
for the oDtimal mofile. In Table 2 we uresent the value of e variance magnitude limit d, , , and e maximum sample size AI , , , , .
2.
In each time step, the timestepper:
If > dm,, and .
I \
< Afmaz, increases nf,, re-the cost function for the computed optimal parameter profiles. through which the effect of the error in the comuuted peac saep la] converge to a global minimum, or even to a minimum. This is due to the fact that we do not comput,e the necessary optimality conditions in the neighborhood of the result, and also because a search direction may have been neglected. Once the optimization algorithm has converged and produced a policy profile, it is prudent to restart it with initial guess the result of the previous search. This causes a large perturbation, which may lead to a better optimum. Once two consecutive runs have produced the same result, the free variable profile is declared "optimal over all scales" (81.
Numerical Results
The approach outlined in the previous section WBS applied towards the computation of an optimal svitching policy (between different stationary states) in our simplified WO reduction model. Soecificallv. our obiective is to switch from the The Gillespie algorithm was chosen so that the coarse behavior is known at the large system size limit, aid the N noisy timestepper optimization results can be compared to it. The objective value convergence to the computed optii=O mal value from the ODE "direct simulator" comes at the cost of increased computational work. The use of paralle1 computing can, as we discussed, drastically decrease the where E = 0.05 and R, 6 denote the ramp and Dirac function necessary wall clock time. In Figure 2 we present the rerespectively. We assume that the single "manipulated vari-sults for NL = 500 x 500 and Af, = 1000 and compare them able" for t,his problem (the process parameter p of Eq.1) is t o the direct ODE simulation results. A near-optimal pa-
ranieter profile is arrived at, due to the combination of AIC simulations' noise, system size, and the Hooke-Jeeves search algorithm (a search direction that has been investigated and characterized as unfavorable is not reinvestigated to conserve CPU time). A% the noise magnitude criterion was satisfied. The resulting near optimal t.ime profile of k ( t ) is presented in Figure   3a , while the near optimal path of N O coverage evolution O ( t ) is shown in Figure 3b for an averaged realization, and in Figure 3c for a single KMC realization with latt,ice size NI = 100 x 100 and reporting horizon bt = 0.0039.
In Table 3 we present computational results obtained through incorporating the coarse timestepper in an implicit filtering algorithm. We also observe that a good scales selection depends heavily on d, , , , as scales below a certain limit have an adverse effect on the computed near optimal path result (compare the results of the search when the lowest scale is Z4 to 2-3). Table 3 ).
The optimal switching path, shown in figure 3b, takes the (expected) phase point from O,,;, through the unstable stationary state 08s,i as shown in Figure 3b . After this is accomplished, we observe that the optimal k(t) trajectory rapidly converges back to k,, (see Figure 34 . The coarse phase point is iiow within the region of att.raction of the steady state Os,,,, and no particular switching action is needed to get us there.
The cost funct.ion values presented in this section were computed, for reference purposes, by integrating the coarse system Eq.3 for the optimal switching profile found. During the optimal search using KhIC simulations, the coarse process model was neuer used. Several optimization algorithms were explored in conjunction with the coarse timestepper, including Hooke-Jeeves, Nelder-Alead, Implicit-Filtering as uell as kIultileve1 Coordinate Search (MCS). Hooke-Jeeves was primarily chosen due to the simplicity of the method and its relat,ive convergence speed. The Implicit Filtering algorithm was mainly used with the coarse timestepper noise-reduction protocol. Enforcing an upper bound on the noise magnitude, along with the selection of the value of the scales provided an order of magnitude estimate of t,he error in the estimated derivatives during the Jacobian approximation.
Conclusions
We presented a coniputational methodology for the location of coarse near-optimal parameter policies (in particular, steady state switching policies) for systems for which macroscopic, coarse evolution equations exist but are not available in closed form. The advantage of the proposed method lies in the establishment, through the coarse timestepper, of a computational bridge between atomistic/ stochastic simulators and traditional (in particular, derivative free) optimization algorithms. The approach can be directly extended to systems xvith higher dimensional expected behavior (see for example [ll] ). and possibly, through matrix-free methods, to systems with infinite dimensional (spatially distributed, but dissipative) expected behavior 131. Our current efforts focus on applying this methodology to the study of rare events and coarse optimal paths in computational chemistry (e.g. 171).
